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ABSTRACT
CUBIST STYLE RENDERING OF 3D VIRTUAL
ENVIRONMENTS
Sami Arpa
M.S. in Computer Engineering
Supervisor: Assist. Prof. Dr. Tolga C¸apın
July, 2012
Cubism, pioneered by Pablo Picasso and Georges Braque, was a breakthrough in
art, influencing artists to abandon existing traditions. In this thesis, we present
a novel approach for cubist rendering of 3D synthetic environments. Rather than
merely imitating cubist paintings, we apply the main principles of Analytical
Cubism to 3D graphics rendering. In this respect, we develop a new cubist
camera providing an extended view, and a perceptually based spatial imprecision
technique that keeps the important regions of the scene within a certain area of
the output. Additionally, several methods to provide a painterly style are applied.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of our extending view method by comparing the
visible face counts in the images rendered by the cubist camera model and the
traditional perspective camera. Besides, we give an overall discussion of final
results and apply user tests in which users compare our results very well with
Analytical Cubist paintings but not Synthetic Cubist paintings.
Keywords: cubism, non-photorealistic rendering, art, computer graphics.
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O¨ZET
3B SANAL ORTAMLARIN KU¨BI˙ST TARZDA
SAHNELENMESI˙
Sami Arpa
Bilgisayar Mu¨hendislig˘i, Yu¨ksek Lisans
Tez Yo¨neticisi: Assist. Prof. Dr. Tolga C¸apın
Temmuz, 2012
Pablo Picasso ve Georges Braque’ın o¨ncu¨lu¨k ettig˘i ku¨bizm, sanatc¸ılara yu¨zyıllarca
su¨regelen gelenekleri terketmeleri konusunda ilham veren o¨nemli bir hareketti.
Bu c¸alıs¸mada, u¨c¸ boyutlu sentetik ortamların ku¨bist sahnelenmesi ic¸in yeni
bir yaklas¸ım sunduk. Ku¨bist resimleri dog˘rudan kopyalamak yerine, Anali-
tik Ku¨bizmin temel ilkelerini u¨c¸ boyutlu grafik sahnelemesine uyguladık. Bu
dog˘rultuda, genis¸letilmis¸ bir go¨ru¨ntu¨ sag˘layan yeni bir ku¨bist kamera ve sahnenin
o¨nemli bo¨lu¨mlerini sonucun belirli bir alanında tutan algıya dayalı bo¨lgesel belgi-
sizlik teknig˘ini gelis¸tirdik. Ayrıca resim etkisini sag˘lamak ic¸in c¸es¸itli yo¨ntemlere
bas¸vurduk. Geleneksel kamera ve ku¨bist kamera modeli ile olus¸turulmus¸ resim-
lerde go¨ru¨nen yu¨z sayılarını kars¸ılas¸tırarak, genis¸letilmis¸ go¨ru¨ntu¨ yo¨ntemimizin
gec¸erlilig˘ini go¨sterdik. Bunun yanında kesin sonuc¸lar u¨zerine genel bir tartıs¸maya
yer verdik ve kullanıcı deneyleri gerc¸ekles¸tirdik. Bu deneylerde, denekler
sonuc¸larımızı Analitik Ku¨bist resimlere benzer bulmalarına rag˘men Sentetik
Ku¨bist resimler ile es¸les¸tirmediler.
Anahtar so¨zcu¨kler : ku¨bizm, gerc¸ekc¸i olmayan sahneleme, sanat, bilgisayar grafik-
leri.
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v”I paint objects as I think them, not as I see them.”
Pablo Picasso
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Establishing a sense of realism in computer graphics has, until recently, been the
main concern. With the realism goal nearly achieved, however, non-photorealistic
and artistic rendering techniques [11, 31, 28] have started to garner more atten-
tion.
Cubism, pioneered by Pablo Picasso and Georges Braque, was a breakthrough
in art, influencing artists to abandon existing traditions. It led to the emergence
of modern art during a period of crisis that ”the modern artist was heir to a
tradition that had come to identify an object with its pictorial projection” [3]. In
cubist paintings, we can perceive a multi-perspective projection of objects which
creates ambiguity for overall composition. Differently than traditional one point
perspective, artists show essential information of the content as much as possible
by using multiple view points. Cubism has its own evolution between 1906 and
1919. Although the philosophy behind remains the same, its style has changed
through these years. Two main periods of cubism are Analytical Cubism and
Synthetic Cubism. Analytical Cubism is the relatively better known period and
covers the work of Picasso and Braque from 1908 until 1912 and mostly deals
with the geometry of this new multi-view projection technique. On the other
hand, during the Synthetic Cubism period artists worked on new materials and
combined them on canvas.
1
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Figure 1.1: Left: Perspective view; Middle-left: Cylindrical cubist camera view
without perceptual spatial imprecision; Middle-right: Line map of applied spatial
imprecision; Right: Final output of our result with applied perceptual spatial
imprecision and artistic effects.
The philosophy and technique of cubism influenced not only artists, but also
scholars and scientists from different disciplines. For example, various multi-
perspective camera approaches have been introduced in the computer graphics
field. Most of proposed methods provide a larger view of the scene than tradi-
tional perspective view using one camera or multiple camera models. Although
radical spatial imprecision, clearly exhibited in all cubist paintings, has been ad-
dressed by several image based methods; for 3D, a comprehensive model giving
solution for both multi-perspective view and spatial imprecision has not been
proposed. In this study, we describe a rendering method that uses principles
of Analytical Cubism when generating images from synthetic 3D content (Fig-
ure 1.1) by defining a flexible camera model ensuring expanded views with applied
spatial imprecision. We also present a discussion of final outputs together with
user evaluation results to validate the effectiveness of our approach.
The contributions of this thesis are as follows:
• A cubist camera model to render synthetic 3D scenes. The pro-
posed camera model enables multiple viewpoints with cubist-style faceting
technique on a large and flexible camera surface. All viewpoints adjust
their view angle (i.e, each facet adjusts its view-orientation) automatically
to render important parts of the scene.
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• A perceptually based spatial imprecision technique. Perceptually
important parts of the 3D content are kept visible on the rendered image
with this technique. The usage of perception techniques empowers artistic
rendering approaches to bring artist’s insight to the output.
• Several methods to provide a painterly effect. A border enhancement
method, gradient mapping, and color transferring techniques are used to
enhance artistic quality.
The chapters are organized as follows: First, in Chapter 2, we briefly explain
Analytical Cubism and its principles. Then, we discuss previous studies related
to cubism, multi-perspective imaging, and artistic rendering in Chapter 3, before
giving the details of our approach in Chapter 4. Chapter 5 presents a detailed
discussion of final outputs, and Chapter 6 concludes the paper.
Chapter 2
Analytical Cubism
In order to develop an accurate computational model representing Analytical Cu-
bism and its rules, it is necessary to understand its concepts. To that end, we
analyzed the works of Pablo Picasso and Georges Braque, given their pioneering
role in Analytical Cubism (Figure 2.1). Although their paintings look like com-
positions of random shapes, the facets are ambiguous pieces of the content viewed
from different angles, allowing a perspective that is not possible in a traditional
projection. The main motivation behind cubist paintings is the desire to show
that originality does not necessarily mean pictorial quality with a realistic per-
spective and unity [22]. Unconventional dimensions in the view and disharmony
between object parts follow two major principles applied in cubist paintings:
Figure 2.1: Analytical Cubist paintings from left to right: The Clarinet Player,
1911, Pablo Picasso; Guitar Player, 1910, Pablo Picasso; The Portuguese, 1911,
Georges Braque; Portrait of Wilhelm Uhde, 1910, Pablo Picasso.
4
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• View-independent projection: In cubist paintings, radical discontinu-
ities are emphasized through the manipulation of perspective, and artists
exhibit a remarkable freedom from the point of view-dependency [19]. In-
stead of using a single viewpoint, multiple projections of a scene from dif-
ferent viewpoints are combined in a single projection. Thus, viewers can see
more features of the content than in a linear perspective view. This multi-
perspective approach has influenced research efforts in computer graphics,
as presented in the next chapter.
• Spatial imprecision: The radical approach that artists use to combine
projections of independent viewpoints into one reveals this principle of cu-
bism. Artists do not place importance on the continuity of projections in
the final composite image, as in some of the multi-perspective rendering
works mentioned in the next chapter. Rather, they aim to keep all pro-
jections disjointed to some degree. This method creates extreme spatial
imprecision in cubist paintings but does not cause the loss of object per-
ception because key features of the subjects such as eyes and nose remain
visible [17]. Different projections are painted into geometric shapes com-
monly in the style of quadrilaterals especially in the works of Picasso and
Braque. In order to increase the effect of disharmony between different view
projections, chiaroscuro - use of light and shadow - is also manipulated [19].
These two main principles do not specifically show how to create cubist im-
agery with specific rules. In surveying a range of cubist images, we derive a list of
properties that are satisfied by existing artwork. These properties help to achieve
view-independent projection and spatial imprecision.
Faceting: The dialectic between space and objects lead the evolution of
cubism. Picasso and Braque developed the technique of faceting to create volumes
and a tangible space on canvas. Faceting, which refers to creating different view
facets of the space and content, is the core of Analytical Cubism and a very
significant parameter to achieve both view-independent projection and spatial
imprecision. While facets create a complex structure of planes, each of them
represent an independent viewing volume going in different directions. In our
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proposed algorithm, we compare different faceting techniques for their similarity
to existing cubist artwork. The following observations guide in determining the
accurate faceting method:
• Facets help relating space and object. The degree of this relation changes
in cubist paintings. Some artwork (Nude, Pablo Picasso, 1909-1910) have
more legible relations, while some others (The Point of Ile de la Cite´, Pablo
Picasso, 1911) exhibit indistinguishable levels.
• The size of facets are smaller in salient parts of paintings. For instance,
the facets forming face and clarinet in The Clarinet Player (Pablo Picasso,
1911) are smaller than other surrounding facets.
• Facets are commonly composed of vertical, horizontal and diagonal lines.
• Facet contours are bold and help viewers follow the form.
• The shapes of facets are not random, but are formed in relation with figures.
Ambiguity: Cubist paintings present as much essential information as possi-
ble, simultaneously visible, about the objects on the canvas, which is not possible
with one-point traditional perspective [7]. The eye is not used to this kind
of view-independent projection. Hence, this process of re-creating visual reality
causes ambiguity. While doing this, some unimportant parts of the object not
giving any essential information are discarded. The amount of ambiguity depends
on eccentricity of viewpoints. In the painting Portrait of Wilhelm Uhde (Pablo
Picasso, 1910), viewpoints of facets are not so much disjointed which decreases
ambiguity and makes the object more legible. On the other hand, The Portuguese
(Georges Braque, 1911) exhibits a radical view-independency which creates total
abstraction. As a matter of fact, the amount of ambiguity varies in cubist paint-
ings. In our model, ambiguity is a variable, between 0 degrees and 360 degrees, to
determine wideness of the overall camera surface enabling to choose viewpoints
on it for each facet. Increasing the value of ambiguity property gives a larger area
of direction to choose viewpoints and a way to increase ambiguity of the whole
composition.
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Discontinuity: Discontinuity is another remarkable parameter for cubist
paintings. Spatial imprecision is achieved by discontinuity between adjacent
facets. On the other hand, the amount of discontinuity is not the same for
all cubist paintings. For instance, adjacent facets in The Table (Georges Braque,
1910) form nearly a continuous structure, which makes the objects less ambigu-
ous and more legible [7]. On the contrary, Violin and Palette (Georges Braque,
1909-1910) breaks the form by means of discontinuity. The level of discontinuity
is represented with a variable in our model. Increasing discontinuity means in-
creasing spatial imprecision for the overall composition. Practically, this variable
limits the amount of view orientation for each facet from their initial direction. If
discontinuity is chosen as zero, each facet keeps its initial direction, and in that
way adjacent facets complete a continuous form.
In our approach, we propose algorithms to apply these cubist principles, using
the properties discussed. First, our camera model allows covering a larger view
than a traditional pictorial projection to establish a flexible ground for selection
of multiple viewpoints and generation of ambiguity. Next, we offer a saliency-
based spatial imprecision method to break up the unity of the composition into
facets, which show essential information of the content, and create discontinuity.
Chapter 3
Background
Cubism as a movement breaking down traditional methods in art has inspired
several works in computer graphics and imaging. Much of that has sought ways
to introduce the principles used in cubist paintings, such as multi-perspective to
computer rendering.
Multi-perspective rendering and non-linear projection
Inspired by cubism’s multiple-viewpoints approach, several multi-perspective
techniques have been proposed [23]. Most of these methods deal with a single
camera combining multiple viewpoints. Glassner [9] [10] introduced an approach
suited to ray tracing, in which rays are defined with NURBS surfaces. Lo¨ffelmann
and Gro¨ller [18] suggested an extended camera model that produces artistic effects
by retaining the overall scene with ray tracing.
The general linear camera (GLC) model described by Yu and McMillan [30]
generalizes linear cameras defined by a four dimensional ray space imposed by
two planes, offering ray modelling flexibility. GLC model unifies perspective,
orthographic and many multi-perspective cameras under one framework. This
model is the capable of describing all 2D affine planes which can be represented by
affine combinations of three rays. In this way, a camera model is constructed with
three given rays, which allows implementing multi-perspective and non-pinhole
8
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camera models [29].
Another non-pinhole camera model, proposed by Popescu et al. [20], inte-
grates several regions of interest in a 3D scene to render a single layer in a
feed-forward fashion. Taguchi et al. [26] presented geometric modeling of multi-
perspective images captured using axial-cone cameras. These approaches involve
multi-perspective cameras with different viewpoints and ray groups.
A flexible projection framework with a single camera, proposed by Brosz et
al. [4], can model nonlinear projections with parametric representation of the
viewing volume.
The multi-perspective approach has also been widely used for designing al-
gorithms for panoramas. Wood et al. [27] proposed a background panorama
construction technique for the usage in traditional cel animations. Similarly,
Rademacher and Bishop [21] presented a method to create a single image from
multiple projection points.
Figure 3.1: Video cubism [14] (by permission of the authors).
More recently, interest has shifted to composite projections generated by the
results of two or more cameras [4]. The main difficulty of composite projections is
the occlusion of multiple projections from different view angles. Agrawala et al. [2]
developed an interactive system attaching local cameras to a three dimensional
space to generate multiprojection images of the scene by blending the results of
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the different angles. Likewise, Coleman and Singh [5] described a framework for
the interactive authoring of projections obtained from linear perspective cameras.
A number of studies have addressed the multi-perspective approach in image
space. Among these, Collomosse and Hall [6] and Agarwala et al. [1] proposed
algorithms to combine the images rendered from different camera positions in
various styles.
Cubism and artistic rendering
Apart from the works using cubist principles to develop new camera models,
a number of studies aspire to render cubist-style paintings. In a prior work,
Klein et al. [14] presented a method to create outputs evoking cubist and futurist
paintings by using a space-time data cube from video (Figure 3.1). Along with
using different view angles for the same content, their method also considers
imprecision of object parts and a painterly style to enhance the similarity of their
outputs to cubist paintings. Later, they generalized their methods to a set of
NPR tools for video processing [15].
Figure 3.2: A cubist image generated from photographs [6] ( c©[2003] IEEE).
Collomosse and Hall [6] proposed a method to generate cubist-style outputs
from images (Figure 3.2). As with video cubes, they use a series of images of
the content as input to produce angular geometry in cubist art. The images are
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segmented with image-saliency maps, and segments from different viewpoints are
combined. The final composition is rendered with color and brush effects. As
their goal is directly to produce cubist paintings with proposed algorithms like us,
it is the most related work to our paper. Fundemental difference with their work
is the usage of the content. However, Collomosse and Hall’s work is image based
and application of view-independent projection principle of cubism is dependent
on the manually provided input images.
Influenced by the artistic styles of Kandinsky and Matisse, Song et al. [25]
automatically produce highly abstract images using geometric shapes. A source
image is segmented in different level of sizes and a variety of simple shapes are
fitted to each segment. With a classifier, they automatically choose the segments
which best represents the source image. The whole process creates an abstract
form of the source image.
Chapter 4
Cubist Rendering Approach
4.1 Overview
We have developed our cubist rendering system according to the principles given
in Chapter 2. Figure 4.1 shows an overview of the proposed method. Our initial
camera models provide a continuous expanded view of the content from a single
camera position. In the second step, we apply a faceting algorithm to create
different viewpoint areas and a perceptual imprecision technique to break up
overall unity of the view. Finally, painterly effects are applied to manipulate
chiaroscuro and enhance the image’s artistic appeal.
4.2 Extending view
The first stage of our method applies the first major principle of cubism, view-
independent projection, explained in Chapter 2. For this purpose, we use a
multi-perspective projection method that focuses on a certain object space while
showing the objects in that space in more detail. This projection method can
be seen as the opposite of perspective projection, as rays converge at a focal
point instead of spreading to the scene when applied to a ray tracing system.
12
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Figure 4.1: Cubist rendering framework.
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In this method, each ray has its own viewpoint conforming well with the view-
independent projection principle.
We define three types of cubist cameras, both having the same underlying idea.
The first one is the planar cubist camera. Rays originate from the screen plane
and converge at the focal point (Figure 4.2-top). For ray tracing, a planar cubist
camera can be defined by camera position cp, camera size s, aspect ratio raspect,
and convergence angle α. A ray at screen position (x, y) where x, y ∈ [−0.5, 0.5]
((0.5, 0.5) being the top right corner) can be calculated as follows:
~fp = ~cp +
s.cot(α/2)
2
~cd
~rayOrigin(x, y) = ~cp + ~u× y × s+ ~h× x× s× raspect
~rayDirection(x, y) =
~rayOrigin(x,y)− ~fp
| ~rayOrigin(x,y)− ~fp| ,
(4.1)
where ~u and ~h are the up and horizontal directions of the camera, ~fp is the focal
point where rays converge, and ~cd is the camera direction.
The second (and preferred) camera type is the spherical cubist camera, where
rays originate from a spherical surface and point to the center of the sphere
(Figure 4.2-middle). This camera is capable of showing an object from all sides
conforming to the view independent projection principle of cubism. A spherical
cubist camera can be defined by camera position cp, camera size s, and conver-
gence angles αx and αy. If αx and αy are both 360 degrees, the camera surrounds
all of the object. A ray at screen position (x, y), where x, y ∈ [−0.5, 0.5] ((0.5, 0.5)
being the top right corner), can be calculated for the spherical cubist camera as
follows:
Mx = rotation matrix on ~u axis by x/αx
My = rotation matrix on ~h axis by y/αy
~rayDirection(x, y) = (MyMx(~cd)
T )T
~rayOrigin(x, y) = ~cp − s× ~rayDirection,
(4.2)
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Figure 4.2: Top: Planar cubist camera frustum and sample output; Middle:
Spherical cubist camera frustum and sample output (convergence angle: 140
degrees); Bottom: Cylindrical cubist camera frustum and sample output (con-
vergence angle: 140 degrees).
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where ~u and ~h are the up and horizontal directions of the camera, and ~cd is the
camera direction. The convergence angle of the cubist camera has a significant
role on the ambiguity of the resulting output. A higher convergence angle re-
sults in a more ambiguous rendering result, therefore the convergence angle is
used as the ambiguity variable in our model. A sample code to generate ray for
corresponding screen point is given below:
Ray SphericalCubistCamera::generateRay(Vec2f point, float aspectRatio){
float angleX = point.x()*angle;
float angleY = point.y()*angle/aspectRatio;
//view direction of camera
Vec3f currentDirection = (direction * (-1));
Matrix m1 = Matrix::MakeAxisRotation(up,-angleX);
Matrix m2 = Matrix::MakeAxisRotation(horizontal,angleY);
m1.Transform(currentDirection);
m2.Transform(currentDirection);
Vec3f rayCenter = focalCenter + currentDirection * focalDistance;
Vec3f rayDirection = currentDirection * (-1);
return Ray(rayDirection,rayCenter);
}
Several 3D models, such as a standing human model, have a vertical elongated
shape. A cylindrical camera surface could surround this type of models better
than a spherical one. Thus, we define a second type of camera, cylindrical cubist
camera (Figure 4.2-bottom). The rays originating from the cylindrical camera
surface converge to a vertical line instead of a single point as opposed to the
spherical camera. Both of these camera types have advantages over each other:
the spherical camera surrounds the scene both horizontally and vertically, while
the cylindrical camera extends the view plane only in horizontal axis. According
to the scene, either one of those camera types could be chosen. Both these camera
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ort per90◦ per120◦ sc120◦ sc240◦
Number of visible faces
Camera type angle Sphere (1280F) Bunny (2K) Venus (11K)
Planar 90◦ 1039 81.2% 1253 62.7% 4799 43.9%
cubist 120◦ 1161 90.7% 1322 66.1% 5094 46.6%
150◦ 1240 96.9% 1352 67.6% 5433 49.7%
Spherical 120◦ 1162 90.8% 1325 66.3% 5099 46.6%
cubist 240◦ 1280 100% 1629 81.5% 7005 64.0%
360◦ 1280 100% 1745 87.3% 7873 72.0%
Perspective 60◦ 378 29.5% 717 35.9% 4016 36.7%
90◦ 245 19.1% 653 32.7% 3876 35.4%
120◦ 121 9.5% 576 28.8% 3563 32.6%
Orthogonal N/A 840 50% 840 42.0% 4265 39.0%
Table 4.1: Comparison of the camera models. (Angle denotes the convergence
angle for the cubist camera and field of view for perspective cameras. In the
upper figure sc stands spherical cubist camera.)
models keep the linearity of the rays with non-linear camera surfaces, and this
causes non-linear warps on the output. An extended view of a scene, similar
to the outputs of our cubist camera models, could be obtained by a specific
configuration of the GLC model described by Yu and McMillan [30]. Our cubist
camera models could be seen as an extension to the subset of this work since the
rays are not necessarily oriented from a planar surface and it has the capability
to fully surround the scene. Additionally, after the faceting phase explained in
Section 4.3.1, using the GLC model for each facet could be considered.
To evaluate how these camera models depict a scene in more detail, we com-
pared them against a regular perspective camera by counting the number of
visible faces for each of the projection types. A large number of visible faces
means that a large portion of the scene details is visible in the rendered image.
Table 4.1 shows the result of this comparison. To compare the camera models
with 3D models of different natures, we used a simple sphere model, the Stanford
Bunny, for a model of average detail, as well as a more detailed Venus model. The
figures at the top of the table show the rendering results for the Stanford Bunny
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Figure 4.3: Left: Constant; Middle-left: Voronoi; Middle-right: Patch; Right:
Segment.
with each type of experimented cases. As shown in this table, the cubist cameras
are capable of showing notably more faces than the perspective and orthographic
cameras. A user study for the perception of the cubist camera’s ambiguity is
given in Chapter 5.
4.3 Perceptual Spatial Imprecision
As evident from the results in the previous section, our cubist camera enables
view-independency to a great extent. The flawless continuity and homogeneity
also exhibited by this camera are not associated with Analytical Cubist paint-
ings, however, it lays the groundwork for choosing multiple viewpoints showing
essential information of the objects. In this section, we introduce methods for
breaking up the overall unity of this camera surface into view facets and achieving
discontinuity by using a perceptual imprecision method.
4.3.1 Faceting
As discussed in Chapter 2, faceting is the most characteristic style of Analytical
Cubism. Facets represent different viewpoints and engage space with the figures,
which creates a tangible composition as a whole. We compare four different
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faceting techniques to segment the main view generated with the cubist camera
into multiple viewpoints. The rules on faceting indicated in Chapter 2 guide to
determine the most effective method among them.
The first strategy (Constant) uses constant filters to create facets. We have
created such filters by extracting facet contours from sample Analytical Cubist
paintings. In Figure 4.3-left, Picasso’s Le Guitariste is used to create the filter
image. Although this strategy is very convenient with respect to shape similarities
to cubist paintings, it has the problems of scalability and flexibility. Hence, we
present other algorithms for creation of filters dynamically for any scale.
The second strategy (Voronoi) uses Voronoi diagrams to create facets dy-
namically (Figure 4.3-middle-left) similar to prior work on image-based cubist
rendering methods [6]. The method accepts a number of facets k as input and
randomly chooses k points on the empty filter image, which is created with the
same resolution as the output image. To prevent regional accumulations of points,
we use a grid system. For a grid with m cells, random k/m points are chosen for
each cell. Thereafter, each pixel on the image is assigned to the point that has
the shortest Euclidean distance from it. A sample psuedocode is given below to
generate Voronoi filter:
Image* generateVoronoiFilter(){
Image* fImage = new Image(width,height);
int numPatches = 150;
int numGrids = 15;
float edgeSize = sqrtf(width*height/(1.0*numGrids));
int numGridX = (int)(width/edgeSize + 0.49);
int numGridY = (int)(numGrids/numGridX + 0.49);
float nSizeX = width/(1.0*(numGridX));
float nSizeY = height/(1.0*(numGridY));
//select the voronoi centers
vector<Vec2f> voronoiPoints = vector<Vec2f>();
for(int i = 0; i < numGridX;i++){
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for(int j = 0; j < numGridY;j++){
//randomly select the voronoi points in this grid
for(int k = 0; k<numPatches/numGrids; k++)
voronoiPoints.push_back(Vec2f(i*nSizeX+rand()%((int)nSizeX),
j*nSizeY+rand()%((int)nSizeY) ));
}
}
//assign each pixel to nearest voronoi center
for(int i = 0; i < width;i++){
for(int j = 0; j < height;j++){
//find the nearest group
int group = 0;
float minDistance = width+height;
for(int k = 0; k < voronoiPoints.size(); k++ ){
float dist = sqrt(pow((i-voronoiPoints[k].x()),2)
+pow((j-voronoiPoints[k].y()),2));
if(dist < minDistance){
minDistance = dist;
group = k;
}
}
//set the rgb value of the pixel according to its group
fImage->SetPixel(i,j,Vec3f((group)/255.0,(group)/255.0,(group)/255.0));
}
}
return fImage;
}
The third strategy (Patch) proposes a method with the advantages of dynamic
facet generation and similarity to the analytical structure of cubist paintings
(Figure 4.3 - middle-right). In this strategy, a number of convex quadrilaterals
possibly occluding each other are painted on the filter image. The number of
facets (np) and parameter a defining approximate edge length of a facet are given
for this strategy. Edge lengths change between a and 2a. Figure 4.4 shows a single
facet generation. Increasing np or a results in facets that occlude each other more.
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To control this occlusion rate, we define another parameter (rocc) which could be
used to define a value indirectly. rocc determines the approximate rate of the total
occluded area of the facets to the total visible area in the resulting image. When
this parameter is used a is calculated as follows:
a
1 4
32
a
center
2a
2a center
Figure 4.4: Left: One point from each numbered area is randomly selected; Mid-
dle: The selected points are connected to form a quadrilateral; Right: The re-
sulting facet.
a =
√√√√2w × h× rocc
5np
, (4.3)
where w and h stand for the width and height of the final image. We empirically
select np as 80 and rocc as 3 in most cases. The constant
2
5
is for compensating the
difference between the expected area of a random facet and the smallest possible
facet. All facets are generated in succession. To avoid empty regions in the filter
image, center points, shown in Figure 4.4, are selected randomly from the pixels
that have not yet been assigned to facet.
Creating facets regardless of the structure of objects is the main problem of
these three techniques. Nevertheless, it is very clear that facets help the eye to
follow the form and they are not independent from the content in cubist paint-
ings [7]. Our final technique (Segment) enables creating facets in relation with
the objects in space (Figure 4.3-right). To achieve this, we applied a similar seg-
mentation procedure described by Song et al [25]. The technique includes the
following operations:
1. Segmentation: By using multiscale normalized algorithm by Cour et al. [8]
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a b c d e f
Figure 4.5: a: Cubist camera view without spatial imprecision; b: Saliency map;
c: Segmentation result for Level 1, N = 5, selection threshold = 0.0; d: Segmen-
tation result for Level 2, N = 30, selection threshold = 0.05; e: Segmentation
result for Level 3, N = 120, selection threshold = 0.08; f: Final filter.
we segment pre-rendered output (Figure 4.5-a) in three different levels of
detail. Large (Level 1, Figure 4.5-c), medium (Level 2, Figure 4.5-d) and
small (Level 3, Figure 4.5-e) size segments are obtained with different values
of parameter N, which is a parameter to indicate the number of cuts. Each
segment of each level is a candidate to be a facet for the final filter image.
2. Segment selection: The decision of selecting a segment for the final filter
image is determined based on the average saliency value of each segment.
Saliency shows visually significant areas of the content. Refer to Section
4.3.2 for detailed explanation of saliency calculation. By using the saliency
map of pre-rendered content (Figure 4.5-b), which includes saliency value
for each pixel, average saliency value for each segment is calculated. Besides,
we determine a selection threshold for each level. If the saliency value of
a segment is larger than a selection threshold, it is chosen as a facet. The
value of this threshold is the highest for Level 3 and smallest for Level 1.
In this way, smaller segments have lower chance to be chosen as a facet.
This decision is related with facet distribution in cubist paintings: smaller
facets are included in high detail and contain important parts of the objects.
Therefore, we select smaller facets for only highly salient parts, which are
assumed as visually significant.
3. Overlapping facets and ordering: We also use the average saliency value for
decision of occluding facets, and order them. The facet with the highest
saliency value is selected as the frontier facet, since it tends to show more
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essential information.
4. Shape fitting: Lastly a shape of quadrilateral is calculated for each facet
as its final form. Instead of using a complex shape fitting algorithm, we
used a simple method to define segments boldly and keep ambiguity to a
level. Left-most, right-most, upper-most and bottom-most pixels of the
segment are determined as vertices of its quadrilateral for each segment
(Figure 4.5-f).
Our final strategy significantly satisfies most of the cubism rules discussed in
Chapter 2. We also verify this issue by comparing the proposed four techniques
with a user study, which is explained in Chapter 5. The following psuedocode in-
dicates the algorithm to apply operations indicated above for Segment technique:
GenerateFacets(){
float angleX = point.x()*angle;
//generate three different levels with
//n-cut segmentation algorithm
//get segments from three different levels
segment1 = LoadImage("scene_image", "n-cut-level-1_N=5");
segment2 = LoadImage("scene_image", "n-cut-level-1_N=30");
segment3 = LoadImage("scene_image", "n-cut-level-1_N=120");
//retrieve corresponding saliency value for each pixel
saliency = saliency->LoadImage("saliency_map_of_current_scene");
//set saliency threshold values for each level
segments[0].saliencyThreshold = 0.0;
segments[1].saliencyThreshold = 0.05;
segments[2].saliencyThreshold = 0.08;
//initialize facets
for(int i = 0; i < NUMBEROFfacets; i++){
facets[i].id = -1;
facets[i].finalFacetID = -1;
facets[i].saliency = 0;
facets[i].numOfPixels = 0;
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facets[i].saliencyCenter.Set(0, 0);
facets[i].shapeCenter.Set(0, 0);
facets[i].top.Set(0, 0);
facets[i].bottom.Set((width-1), (height-1));
facets[i].left.Set((width-1), 0);
facets[i].right.Set(0, (height-1));
}
//retrieve all segments from different levels
//add them to the array of facets
//set all facet information; i.e, sal. threshold, left,
//bottom, right, top points
parseSegments(segment1,segments[0]);
parseSegments(segment2,segments[1]);
parseSegments(segment3,segments[2]);
//check if added facet satisfy saliency threshold condition
//sort overlapping facets, so that the one having highest
//saliency occludes the others
int validFacets = 0;
for(int i = 0; i < currentNumberOffacets; i++){
if((float)(facets[i].saliency/facets[i].numOfPixels)
>= facets[i].saliencyThreshold){
facets[i].finalFacetID = validFacets;
validfacets++;
//draw quad to final filter image (includes all valid facets)
//which is final shape of facet.
drawQuad(facets[i].top, facets[i].left, facets[i].bottom,
facets[i].right, facets[i].id);
}
}
//return all facets having finalfacetID different than -1 as valid facets
}
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4.3.2 Spatial imprecision using mesh saliency
The extreme spatial imprecision applied to cubist paintings does not cause ab-
solute loss of object perception. In most of Picasso and Braque’s paintings, the
subject, in some of which is a person and a musical instrument, is still perceiv-
able, although it does not abruptly stimulate our visual perception since it has
been divided into pieces morphologically resulting from multiple viewpoints and
creates ambiguity. Nevertheless, because key features such as eyes, guitar strings,
and noses are preserved, we perceive the content fairly quickly.
Rendering of these particular features of other parts notwithstanding creates
the problem of selection. Indeed, in cognitive science, searching for the significant
attributes of objects that captures our attention is essential work [13]. Thus, our
method makes use of mesh saliency, proposed by Lee et al. [16], which is a
perceptual approach to determine salient parts of a 3D object. Mesh saliency
is based on the center-surround mechanism of the human visual system, which
is basically related to the attentive interest on central regions that are different
from their surroundings. In 3D, this mechanism is employed by calculating the
difference of mean-curvature properties in the central and surrounding regions to
determine the salient parts of 3D mesh models. We refer the readers to the study
of Lee et al. [16] for the details of this saliency computation method. Although
this method does not consider the semantic properties of objects such as nose
and eyes, these important regions could be identified by this model since they
have significantly different geometric properties compared to their surroundings,
as seen in Figure 4.6-left.
After saliency values for each input model are calculated, our renderer de-
cides which rays to cast for each pixel by considering the saliency orientation of
each facet. Our facet-specific spatial imprecision technique includes the following
sequence of operations (Figure 4.6):
1. Construct the saliency map: This map is generated by a raycasting-based
rendering operation, in which vertex saliencies are used as the material
attributes. Each pixel of the saliency map (Figure 4.6-left) is calculated by
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Figure 4.6: Left-top: Saliency map along with the calculated facet and saliency
centers. Lighter pixels indicate more salient parts. Yellow dots are facet centers
and red dots are saliency centers; Middle-top: The result without spatial impre-
cision applied; Right-top: The result with spatial imprecision applied; Bottom:
Shift of view from facet center to saliency center for a specific facet.
casting the rays for this pixel and computing the average saliency values of
the intersected faces.
2. Calculate facet and saliency centers: All rays belonging to a facet must
undergo the same operation to accomplish regional shifting. Hence, a facet
center (fc) and a saliency center (sc) are calculated for each facet to de-
termine the amount of shifting (Figure 4.6-left). The facet center is the
geometric center of the facet. As facets are generated and a facet id for
each pixel is assigned with the operations indicated in the previous section,
facet centers are calculated with the following formula:
fc =
∑
f∈F
fpos
|F | , (4.4)
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where F is the set of all pixels in a facet and fpos is the position of pixel f .
Similarly, saliency centers for each facet are calculated as follows:
sc =
∑
f∈F
fposfslc
|F | , (4.5)
where, fslc denotes the saliency of pixel f . Note that, set F could also be
extended to cover the neighboring pixels outside the facet, so that, in addi-
tion to the interior of a facet, exterior salient parts close to this facet could
be considered while calculating the saliency center. The additional pixels
to consider could be adjusted with a threshold indicating the neighborhood
size. Increasing this threshold decreases the continuity among facets in the
final image by enabling the saliency centers to be further away from the
facet centers. Additionally, a facet orientation threshold could be used to
limit the maximum distance between fc and sc to avoid extreme levels of
re-orientation. If the distance between fc and sc exceeds this threshold, sc
is repositioned such that its distance to fc becomes the specified thresh-
old. A smaller facet orientation threshold results in output images with
less discontinuity. Facet orientation threshold is referred as discontinuity
parameter to control the level of discontinuity between adjacent facets as
explained in Chapter 5 in detail.
3. Orient the view from facet center to saliency center: In this step, rays be-
longing to a facet are re-oriented such that the facet shows the most salient
parts at the center. Additionally, this step enables perspective view while
keeping the rendered size of the content inside the facet (See Figure 4.7).
Initially, the ray originating from the facet center (rfc) is redirected to the
point that the ray originating from the saliency center (rsc) intersects with
the 3D scene. Then, the new focal point becomes the value of the modified
ray at focal distance and all rays belonging to the facet are redirected to
this new focal point as shown in Figure 4.7-middle.
This modification is sufficient for the facet to show the salient parts at the
center; besides, further operations are necessary for a perspective view. Let
dai be the average intersection distance of the rays in this facet (excluding
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Figure 4.7: Left: Initial state of the rays in a facet; Middle: Rays are re-oriented
towards the salient area; Right: rays are modified for perspective view.
the rays that do not intersect). Rotating rays around their values at distance
dai enables keeping the rendered size of the shown region. Each ray is
modified as follows.
~F (x, y) = ~O(x, y) + ~D(x, y)× dai
~O′(x, y) =
~O′(x,y)×(df−dai−α)+ ~O(pc)×(dai+α)
df
~D′(x, y) = ~F (x, y)− ~O′(x, y),
(4.6)
where df is the focal distance, F (x, y) stands for the fixed point of rotation
for the ray of pixel (x, y), and O(x, y) and D(x, y) stand for the origin and
direction of this ray respectively. O′(x, y) and D′(x, y) denote the modified
(new) values of ray origin and direction. Here α is a term to control the
perspective effect. If α is 0, then the facet is rendered orthographically and
increasing alpha increases the perspective. To select alpha according to a
given field of view angle (FoV ), the following formula could be used.
α =
df × dai × tan
(
FoV |(x,y)−pc|
ymax−ymin
)
|O(x, y)−O(pc)| , (4.7)
where ymax and ymin are the maximum and minimum y values of the whole
image (not only the facet). Note that the field of view for a facet is sig-
nificantly small compared to the whole image, and the perspective and
orthographics views do not differ considerably. Thus, alpha could be taken
as zero for simplicity.
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4.4 Painterly effects
Besides extending the view and spatial imprecision, our system also provides a
process of basic painterly effects to apply the style of some cubist paintings in
terms of colors and strokes.
Picasso and Braque’s style was to boldly define facet borders. Our filter image
is composed of pixels, each of which keeps only a facet id to define its owner facet;
facet edges cannot be directly obtained from the filter image. Therefore, we apply
a pixel neighborhood operation to detect facet edges and enhance them. For a
pixel in the output image, its proximity to an edge is calculated by checking
its neighborhood circle, shown in Figure 4.8. If any pixel on the circle has a
different facet id than the originating pixel, the pixels lying on the line between
that pixel and the origin are checked until facet id is the same with the origin.
In this manner, the closest distance to an edge is found and used for darkening
the pixels of the output image with a polynomial interpolation as they get closer
to a facet edge.
pcolor = pcolor ∗ md+ 3
√
pdmd
4md
, pd ∈ |0,md| , (4.8)
where pcolor stands for RGB color value for pixel p, pd stands for smallest distance
of p from a facet border and md defines the maximum distance for the effect.
A similar effect for enhancing facet borders is used for enhancing foreground-
background discrimination. In this case, instead of proximity to facet borders,
the proximity of background pixels to the foreground are calculated and used to
alter the color of the background pixels such that object silhouettes become more
visible.
By conceiving Picasso and Braque’s color palettes, we also applied a simple
color quantization. Picasso and Braque commonly used a limited number of
colours; fine details were composed through a difference in luminance rather than
hue. We use a painting from each artist as a reference image for color transfer.
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Figure 4.8: Left: Neighborhood circle for a given pixel; Right: Sample border
enhancements
Figure 4.9: Gradient mapping
The pixels of the initially rendered output and the given cubist painting are sorted
according to luminance values. Corresponding color value for each pixel is found
with one-to-one linear mapping. Figure 6.2 shows sample outputs with Picasso’s
Le Guitariste and Figure 6.5-middle-left contains a result using Braque’s Woman
with a Guitar.
Another feature of Picasso and Braque’s paintings is the gradient overlays
appearing on the corners or edges of some facets. Hence, we also create a gradient
map for the corner of randomly chosen facets during rendering and apply this
gradient map to the output. Figure 4.9 shows several sample gradient mapping
results.
Chapter 5
Results & Discussion
Measuring the quality of cubist outputs is not easy, even for art specialists, since
cubism is an art movement which is evaluated as a disruption to excessive us-
age of technique for pictorial quality in art. Furthermore, as an NPR method,
cubist rendering is challenging to evaluate objectively - Hertzmann [12] argues
that experiments provide evidence but not proof that the NPR method works.
Cubism comes forward with its philosophy of multi-perspective rendering and
radical discontinuities rather than a specific pictorial style. Therefore the main
focus of this work has been the proper application of principles and properties of
Analytical Cubism, rather than imitating cubist paintings. In this direction, we
present a comparison of our results (Figures 6.1, 6.2, and 6.5) with real cubist
paintings, and the opinions of art critics about final results. We also performed
five user studies to observe the responses of viewers in comparison with cubist
properties and real Analytical Cubist paintings, to guide our discussion.
5.1 Ambiguity and Discontinuity Parameters
Our current system suggests several interesting uses with ambiguity and discon-
tinuity parameters. As mentioned earlier, the ambiguity parameter controls the
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convergence angle of the camera surface and the discontinuity parameter lim-
its the saliency based orientation of each facet. Changing these two parameters
varies the amount of ambiguity and discontinuity exhibited on the outputs.
Modifying the ambiguity in the cubist outputs change the legibility of the
content and its relation with the space. As indicated in Chapter 2, some of
cubist paintings such as Ma Joile (Pablo Picasso, 1912) have more ambiguous
forms than others like Portrait of Wilhelm Uhde. When the two paintings are
compared, it can be inferred that Ma Joile shows more information of the content
by increasing the eccentricity of the viewpoints from the center. On the other
hand, the content in Ma Joile is less legible since manipulation of traditional
perspective is extreme. The ambiguity parameter in our system works with a
similar idea. Increasing the ambiguity value causes the increase of convergence
angle and the amount of eccentricity of viewpoints from the center (Figure 5.1).
Similarly, the amount of discontinuity between adjacent facets vary in cubist
paintings. When Braque’s well known painting Violin and Palette is compared
with another cubist painting The Table, there is significant difference in conti-
nuity of facets. Our saliency based spatial imprecision method enables creating
discontinuity of adjacent facets. In order to obtain a variety of discontinuity
results as in cubist paintings, the amount of discontinuity is controlled with a
discontinuity parameter. This parameter limits view orientation freedom within
each facet, and provides flexibility to choose different discontinuity values for each
output (Figure 5.1).
Although there is no clear evidence that cubist painters created ambiguity
and discontinuity in their paintings with the exact same ideas we used in our
system, these two parameters cause similar variety of ambiguity and discontinuity
exhibited in the cubist paintings. Accordingly, our user studies (User Study I and
User Study III in Section 5.4) also support the idea that these parameters vary
ambiguity and discontinuity on the outputs.
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5.2 Faceting and Artistic Style
Faceting is one of the strongest visual characteristics of Analytical Cubist paint-
ings. Several observations on the usage of faceting for real cubist paintings are
given in Chapter 2. We have compared four different faceting techniques (Figure
4.3), and selected the most efficient approach as the Segment faceting method,
as described in Section 4.3.1. Segment faceting technique obeys most of these
observations, and therefore reinforces the impression of cubist style for the view-
ers. User Study II (Section 5.4) provides a survey on the comparison of these
techniques.
On the other hand, the Segment faceting technique still does not satisfy all
properties of Analytical Cubist style. In real cubist paintings, all facet contours
are not boldly defined and fusion of particular facets can be observed. Cubist
painters choose some facets to be fused in order to support overall composition.
Usage of merely convex quadrilaterals as facet shapes is another problem of our
method. Although cubist painters most frequently applied convex quadrilaterals,
some painters also used other shapes such as undefined curves, and convex and
concave hulls to enhance the borders of the objects.
5.3 Camera Surface
Our extending view approach enlarges the view by enabling a flexible camera sur-
face. Compared to perspective and orthographic cameras, the proposed camera
models increase the number of face counts rendered as indicated in Table 4.1.
The number of rendered faces is a significant parameter to control the level of
ambiguity and the results of User Study III in Section 5.4 support this claim.
This is one of the most important benefits of the proposed camera surfaces. It
provides a large surface to select multiple view facets and control the level of
ambiguity. Figure 5.1-top shows five results of Venus model with different con-
vergence angle values. The leftmost result has 90 degree convergence angle, which
has a similar result to perspective camera in comparison with the number of face
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Figure 5.1: Top: Ambiguity is increased from left to right. Bottom: Discontinuity
is increased from left to right.
counts rendered. However, the results get more ambiguous as convergence angle
is increased from left to right. The correlation of ambiguity with cubist paintings
is explained in Chapter 2 and Chapter 5.1.
Alternatively, a conventional camera for each facet, similar to Singh’s [24]
multi-perspective camera model, could be used instead of spherical and cylin-
drical camera surfaces. As a matter of fact, this model is advantageous to our
model in terms of its flexibility for positioning each camera independently. Our
current model limits the position of each view facet to given camera surface.
However, Singh’s method does not give a solution for positioning so many dif-
ferent viewpoints in accordance with cubist paintings in 3D space. It is clear
that cubist painters positioned their viewpoints in a spatial relationship not in a
random fashion, although their method of building this relationships is not evi-
dent. Hence, it is required to have some kind of relationship for the positions of
so many viewpoints to create an overall composition and our method provides a
simple relationship by fitting each view facet to a flexible camera surface.
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A similar problem exists for selection of view direction of each facet indepen-
dently. It is known that cubist painters aim to show more essential parts of the
contents [7]. By using this idea, we have proposed a novel method to adjust view
directions automatically as mentioned in Section 4.3.2.
The greater deformation occurring on the output is one of the other disad-
vantages of our camera surface. On the other hand, this deformation does not
completely contradict with the style of Analytical Cubist paintings. Early Ana-
lytical Cubist paintings, such as Large Nude (Georges Braque, 1908) and Three
Women (Pablo Picasso, 1908), exhibit very similar non-linear warps to those that
occur in our results, although, in the following periods of Analytical Cubism (i.e.
Braque’s Violin and Pitcher, and Picasso’s Portrait of Ambroise Vollard), forms
have been emphasized with more linear projections. There is actually no common
approach of cubist painters for the usage of non-linear or linear effects, when the
whole Analytical Cubism period is considered. Therefore, we provide an option
to decrease the greater deformation occurring on the output. This deformation
may be avoided spatially by enabling non-deformed perspective view for each
facet by changing the term α in Equation 5, as explained in Section 4.3.2.
5.4 User Studies
To further evaluate the success of our study, we performed five user studies. In the
user studies, we evaluated the efficiency of spatial imprecision with discontinuity
parameter, faceting and ambiguity. In addition, we performed two user studies,
where we compared our method’s results with actual cubist paintings.
To ensure realistic evaluation of parameters side by side, the subjects were
required not to have an advanced knowledge of cubism. We performed our user
studies with graduate-level computer engineering students. The same 12 subjects
(4 female, 8 male), whose average age was 24.6, participated in all user studies.
We used printed material, which included Analytical Cubist paintings, Synthetic
Cubist paintings, some other paintings having similar style to cubism, our results,
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and the outputs of other computer generated cubist results (Table 5.1, Table 5.2,
Figure 5.2, Figure 5.3). The content of each card, their parameters and codes
referred in user studies are given in Table 5.1. We applied four different methods
of user studies, which are forced choices, matching, card sorting and pile sorting.
For forced choices, a number of pairs were given to the subjects, and they were
forced to choose one by considering the given question. For the matching study,
the subjects were forced to find a match for a given card from the given list.
In card sorting and pile sorting, subjects were required to arrange given cards
towards given references and task.
User Study I: Spatial Imprecision and Discontinuity. This study eval-
uated the efficiency and success of spatial imprecision method. There are three
parts of this study:
1. Forced choices
Number of cards: 12 (A4-A6, A2-A5, A3-A7, A9-A13, A10-A12, A11-A14)
Definition: We showed six pairs of our results to compare random spatial
imprecision with saliency-based spatial imprecision technique. Each pair
includes one random and one saliency-based result of the same content
with the same amount of discontinuity value.
Question: Which image in each pair gives more essential information about
the content for each given pair?
Results:
Saliency based spatial imprecision: 76,4%
Random spatial imprecision: 23,6%
Results show that our saliency based method increases the visibility of sig-
nificant visual information. The goal of the saliency based method is to
orient the focus of facets to essential parts of the content. We can also
use a random orientation method to create discontinuity. On the other
hand, the random method does not guarantee showing essential parts of
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the objects as the results indicate.
2. Card sorting
Number of cards: 8 (A1-A2-A3-A4, A8-A9-A10-A11)
Definition: We showed two lists of our results to verify the discontinuity
variable, which controls spatial imprecision. Each list includes four results
of the same content with different discontinuity values.
Task: Sort given two series by considering the discontinuity between
patches. The least discontinuous one should be in first order.
Results:
1st list: A1 = 1.00, A4 = 2.17, A2 = 2.83, A3 = 4.00
2nd list: A8 = 1.50, A10 = 1.67, A9 = 3.16, A11 = 3.67
The results show the average order of each card, and they verify expected
sorting. It shows that as we increase the discontinuity variable, the impres-
sion of discontinuity was also observed by the viewers.
3. Matching
Number of cards: 6 (A8-A9-A10-A11, E13, E14)
Definition: We showed a list of our results, to compare the degree of discon-
tinuity in our work with real cubist paintings. The list includes four results,
two of them with lower discontinuity values and the other two with higher
values, to be matched with the given two cubist painting. Base paintings
were The Table which has more continuous forms, and Violin and Palette
having sharp discontinuities.
Task: Match the given base paintings with one of the paintings in the list,
by considering their way of showing the content in terms of discontinuities.
You can match both of the two reference paintings with the same painting
in the list.
Results:
Lower discontinuity (A8, A10): 83%, The Table
Higher discontinuity (A9, A11): 75%, Violin and Palette
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As we expected, most of the subjects selected one of results having lower
discontinuity to be matched with The Table (E13) and higher discontinuity
with Violin and Palette (E14). This shows that the degree of discontinuity
in our method correlates with the discontinuity of given cubist paintings.
User Study II: Faceting. We present four different methods of faceting in
our approach. In this user study, we evaluated their similarity to cubist paintings.
1. Card sorting
Number of cards: 12 (C1-C2-C3-C4, C5-C6-C7-C8, E1-E14-E15-E16)
Definition: We showed two lists of four different outputs with the same
content having a different faceting technique. We also provided a list of
four cubist paintings as references.
Task: Sort given lists by considering their similarities to reference paint-
ings. First derive an overall style of composition from reference paintings
and make your sorting accordingly. Put the most similar one in first order.
Results:
1st list: C3 = 2.02, C1 = 2.22, C2 = 2.33, C4 = 3.42
2nd list: C7 = 2.00, C5 = 2.17, C6 = 2.33, C8 = 3.50
The results show the average order of each card. Voronoi segmentation, also
used in earlier cubist rendering methods, was selected as the most dissimilar
one to given cubist paintings. Although our final faceting technique, which
satisfies most of faceting rules about cubism we discussed, was sorted in
first order, the difference with the other two techniques is not significant.
User Study III: Ambiguity.
1. Card sorting
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Type Ambiguity Discontinuity Faceting
A1 Man, our result 120 0 Segment
A2 Man, our result 120 100 Segment
A3 Man, our result 120 200 Segment
A4 Man, our result 120 50 Segment
A5 Man, our result 120 random-100 Segment
A6 Man, our result 120 random-50 Segment
A7 Man, our result 120 random-200 Segment
A8 Venus, our result 120 0 Segment
A9 Venus, our result 120 100 Segment
A10 Venus, our result 120 50 Segment
A11 Venus, our result 120 200 Segment
A12 Man, our result 120 random-50 Segment
A13 Man, our result 120 random-100 Segment
A14 Man, our result 120 random-200 Segment
C1 Man, our result 120 50 Constant
C2 Man, our result 120 50 Patch
C3 Man, our result 120 50 Segment
C4 Man, our result 120 50 Voronoi
C5 Venus, our result 120 50 Constant
C6 Venus, our result 120 50 Patch
C7 Venus, our result 120 50 Segment
D1 Man, our result 90 50 Segment
D2 Man, our result 120 50 Segment
D3 Venus, our result 150 50 Segment
D4 Venus, our result 180 50 Segment
D5 Venus, our result 270 50 Segment
D6 Man, our result 150 50 Segment
D7 Man, our result 180 50 Segment
D8 Man, our result 270 50 Segment
D9 Venus, our result 90 50 Segment
D10 Venus, our result 120 50 Segment
Table 5.1: List of pictures used in user studies. Ambiguity variable (convergence
angle), discontinuity variable (spatial imprecision limit) and faceting technique
are indicated for our results.
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Type Ambiguity Discontinuity Faceting
E1 Girl with a Mandolin
(Pablo Picasso, 1910)
E2 Violing and Pitcher
(Georges Braque, 1910)
E3 Wilhelm Uhde low
(Pablo Picasso, 1910)
E4 The Portuguese
(Georges Braque, 1911)
E5 Fruit and Bowl
(Pablo Picasso)
E6 Mandolin and Guitar
(Pablo Picasso, 1924)
E7 Composition VII
(Kandinsky, 1913)
E8 Bibemus Quarry
(Cezanne, 1895)
E9 Our result Segment
E10 Our result Segment
E11 Collomosse and Hall Voronoi
E12 Klein et al.
E13 The Table low
(Georges Braque, 1910)
E14 Violin and Palette high
(Georges Braque, 1909)
E15 Nude
(Pablo Picasso, 1910)
E16 Guitar Player high
(Pablo Picasso, 1910)
Table 5.2: List of pictures used in user studies. Ambiguity variable (convergence
angle), discontinuity variable (spatial imprecision limit) and faceting technique
are indicated for our results.
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Figure 5.2: Image set.
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Figure 5.3: Image set.
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Number of cards: 10 (D1-D2-D6-D7-D8, D3-D4-D5-D9-D10)
Definition: We showed two lists of our results to verify the ambiguity vari-
able, which increases the camera surface. Each list includes four results of
the same content with different ambiguity values.
Task: Sort given two series by considering overall ambiguity of paintings.
The least ambiguous one should be in first order.
Results:
1st list: D1 = 1.33, D2 = 2.17, D7 = 3.00, D6 = 3.83, D8 = 4.67
2nd list: D9 = 1.67, D10 = 2.42, D3 = 2.83, D4 = 3.75, D5 = 4.33
The results show the average order of each card. The study results shows
that as we increase the ambiguity variable, which means increasing camera
surface in our model, the impression of ambiguity was also observed by the
viewers.
2. Matching
Number of cards: 6 (D4-D5-D9-D10, E16, E3)
Definition: We showed a list of our results to compare the degree of ambi-
guity in our work with real cubist paintings. The list includes four results,
two of them with lower ambiguity values and other two with higher values,
to be matched with given two cubist paintings. Reference paintings were
Guitar Player (E16), which has more ambiguous forms, and Wilhelm Uhde
(E3), having more legible forms.
Task: Match given reference paintings with either one of the paintings in
the list by considering their way of showing the content in terms of ambigu-
ity. You can match both of two reference paintings with the same painting
in the list.
Results:
Lower ambiguity (D4,D5): 91%, Wilhelm Uhde
Higher ambiguity (D9, D10): 75%, Guitar Player
As we expected, most of the viewers chose one of the results having higher
ambiguity to be matched with Guitar Player and lower ones with Wilhelm
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Uhde. Thus, the amount of ambiguity in our model has a correspondence
with the given cubist paintings.
User Study IV: Ranking.
1. Card sorting
Number of cards: 12 (E1, E2, E3-E4-E5-E6-E7-E8-E9-E10-E11-E12)
Definition: We showed a list of ten paintings, which includes two real Ana-
lytical Cubist paintings (E3, E4), two Synthetic Cubist paintings (E5, 56),
one painting of Kandinsky (E7), one painting of Cezanne (E8), two outputs
of our model (E9,E10), one output of Collomosse and Hall’s method [6]
(E11) and one output of Klein et al.’s method [15] (E12). We also gave two
Analytical Cubist paintings (E1, E2) as references for the task. The goal
was to compare the performance of our method with real cubist paintings
and other methods in terms of their similarity to cubist style. We used
grayscale versions of all outputs to prevent color-based biases.
Task: Sort the given list by considering their similarity in terms of pictorial
style to given reference paintings. The most similar one should be in first
order.
Results:
List: E3 = 1.92, E9 = 2.75, E4 = 3.58, E10 = 3.67, E11 = 6.33, E5 = 7.0,
E7 = 7.0, E8 = 7.16, E6 = 7.67, E12 = 7.92
Results show the average order of each card. E3, E9, E4 and E10 have a
significant ranking difference with other cards. These are two Analytical
Cubist paintings and our results. Our method, compared with other cubist
rendering methods, demonstrated a better ranking. Although Collomosse
and Hall’s method satisfies most of the cubist properties, the faceting tech-
nique used in our algorithm provides a better application of cubist principles
than the Voronoi method used in that technique. This ranking also shows
that Synthetic Cubist paintings have a sharp difference of style compared
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E1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E7 E8 E9 E10 E11 E12 E13 E14 E15 E16
E1 12
E2 5 12
E3 9 4 12
E4 1 1 3 12
E5 1 0 1 2 12
E6 0 0 1 1 7 12
E7 0 1 1 5 3 3 12
E8 0 2 1 4 4 3 9 12
E9 7 3 7 0 2 2 0 0 12
E10 2 2 2 2 2 3 0 0 5 12
E11 0 2 1 1 6 6 3 3 1 1 12
E12 1 2 0 3 5 3 1 0 1 3 6 12
E13 2 4 0 1 0 2 0 1 1 3 0 2 12
E14 4 2 5 2 0 3 1 1 3 1 1 1 5 12
E15 0 4 0 3 0 0 3 4 1 3 1 3 5 2 12
E16 1 1 1 4 0 2 3 1 0 4 1 2 4 2 4 12
Table 5.3: Correlation table of given cards in User Study V.
to Analytical Cubism as we asserted. We used Kandinsky’s painting, since
his paintings have similar shape structures with Analytical Cubism but
they do not have any view-independent projection principle. On the other
hand, Cezanne’s painting has similar concepts with Analytical Cubism but
its pictorial style is significantly different. As a matter of fact, neither of
the paintings of Kandinsky and Cezanne were found similar to Analytical
Cubist paintings in the results.
User Study V: Similarities.
1. Pile Sorting
Number of cards: 16 (E1...E16)
Definition: We showed a list of cards to make another comparison with
other outputs and paintings. The list includes the same cards of User Study
IV with four additional Analytical Cubist paintings.
Task: Form four groups of sixteen cards. Each group should have four cards.
Consider similarities of overall approach and composition of paintings, and
not color and the content.
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Results:
Correlation table (Table 5.3) shows the number of occurrences (N.o.O) of
each card with other cards in the same group. Results of this study verify
results of User Study IV. For instance, N.o.O of E1, which is an Analytical
Cubist painting, with other Analytical Cubist paintings is 22. N.o.O of E9,
our result, with other Analytical Cubist painting is 24. This value is 7 for
E11, Collomosse and Hall’s method, 11 for E12, Klein’s method, 4 for E5,
a Synthetic Cubist painting of Picasso. Average N.o.O of an Analytical
Cubist painting with other Analytical Cubist paintings is 19, and it is 21.5
for our results. This shows that our results have similar values with real
Analytical Cubist paintings.
5.5 The Opinions of Art Critics
We consulted several faculty members of a Fine Arts Department on a few out-
puts of our model. We asked their opinions on what these outputs capture and
what they fail to in the context of Analytical Cubism. All of them noted that
first impression of cubism is strongly achieved. Visual characteristics of cubism
stand out with application of multi-perspective rendering and spatial imprecision
techniques.
One main critique about the proposed camera model from a scholar was the
continuity of the image between some adjacent facets. The complexity of facet
relationships is required to be balanced while breaking up overall unity into facets.
Although the facets show objects’ parts from different view angles, they are not
positioned in a random fashion. When we increase the convergence angle of the
camera and threshold for the view orientation of the facet, discontinuities between
adjacent facets also increase. On the other hand, global position of object parts
give the feeling of random placement. For instance, the feet of the female model
could appear on the top, near head. We commonly rendered the best results
with 120-150 degrees of convergence angle (ambiguity), and 200 pixels of facet
orientation threshold (discontinuity) for the outputs of 1000 x 1000 pixels.
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Another successful aspect of the outputs indicated by critics was ambiguity
created on overall composition. It takes time to recognize the objects like in
cubist paintings, but object information is still not lost and overall composition
is not vague. Some scholars remarked on the contradiction of pictorial quality
within some facets with cubism. Differently than our results, in most of the cubist
paintings, the content in a facet is not strongly defined because of painterly style.
Abstraction of the content is various on the cubist paintings since each artist has
a different brush technique. Therefore, the main focus of this work is applying the
common principles present in all Analytical Cubist paintings rather than brush
effects varying for each artist or painting.
Repeated shapes were indicated as a problem for some of the outputs. When
we increase the convergence angle of the camera, the amount of repeated shapes
increase as orientation of each facet is decided independently than adjacent facets.
Decreasing the convergence angle reduces repeated shapes but the feeling of multi-
perspective rendering decreases. Our main motivation for not discarding all re-
peated shapes is that some cubist paintings also having them. For instance, in
the Lady with a Guitar (Lyubov Sergeyevna Popova, 1914) there are repeated
parts of the guitar as in some of our results.
5.5.1 Limitations
Creating skilled algorithms that can compete with human artists is extremely
difficult. Reconstructing an art movement or artistic style imposes limitations on
the capturing of style and insight of artists. In order to derive a computational
model of an artistic style, analysis of common techniques used on the paintings
is the base requirement. However, a common computational analysis method
does not exist which necessitates looking for a consensus of art critics on cubist
paintings. Although the cubist principles could be clearly described, the painterly
style is various and changes from artist to artist. For instance, the contours of
facets on our outputs are sharper and regular than cubist paintings of Picasso
and Braque. We create facets in a simple relation with the content while cubist
artists have created some facets by aligning them with silhouette of the content.
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In this way, they have used contours in different styles to create certain local
harmonies. Other limitations are listed below:
• Our system depends on 3D models to create cubist imagery.
• The proposed camera is limited to Analytical Cubism and the results do
not exhibit similarities with other periods of cubism.
• The overall system proposes a common approach to create cubist paintings,
which does not allow the user to make local adjustments to the paintings.
• Although Segment faceting method is the preferred one, it takes a long
process to create corresponding facets for a scene. A more efficient faceting
method is required to create cubist animations.
Chapter 6
Conclusion
We have presented a novel cubist rendering approach for 3D synthetic environ-
ments. To this end, the main principles of cubism are applied to generate cubist
outputs. The proposed camera model manipulates perspective to expand the view
of the scene to be projected. Besides, a perceptual spatial imprecision method
is used to break up overall unity into facets while retaining perceptually impor-
tant parts in the visible areas. Several painterly effects have been performed to
enhance visual qualities.
To evaluate the effect of the developed cubist camera on extending the view,
we measured the number of visible faces in the rendered images and compared
them with the perspective case. The proposed cubist camera model is capable of
showing significantly more faces than the traditional perspective camera model.
As demonstrated in the user studies, the proposed properties are found to be
effective and the final images are highly ranked as similar to Analytical Cubist
paintings by the majority of the subjects.
After the results were evaluated based on the user responses to given images,
this research makes the following conclusions:
• Although the results are promising, the artistic effects can be further de-
veloped by conceiving the brush techniques of Picasso and Braque’s cubist
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paintings and integrating them to the current framework.
• As Hertzmann asserted that ”Non-Photorealistic Rendering (NPR) research
will play a key role in the scientific understanding of visual art and illus-
tration.” [12], a remarkable effort has been spent to develop a scientific
understanding to cubism, which is not mentioned in art literature, in this
research. Understanding the philosophy and artistic technique of a specific
art style is the core research for such works. Hence, first objective should
be discovering how artists create paintings and then how their techniques
can be modeled in computers.
• Vagueness vs. ambiguity [12] comparison is a pathfinder to observe aesthetic
quality of developed output in NPR. If the results are ambiguous and not
vague, this shows that an overall composition is achieved and the results
have a high potential to attract the observers. Hence, providing a smooth
ambiguity control for cubism is very significant.
• While developing the proposed cubist framework, it is really important to
carefully consider all parameters. One of challenges is to position the objects
in cubist frustum adequately. The best results are achieved around focal
point. Very different facets could be obtained by changing given parameters
to increase artistic variety. Recommended user input values are given in
faceting section.
In addition to the cubist rendering of static computer graphics scenes, we used
the proposed algorithm to generate cubist animations in which camera and scene
objects are animated while the used facets are static. Developing a more sophis-
ticated cubist animation system, which takes the time dimension into account
and animates facets, can be a direction of future work.
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Figure 6.1: Left: Three horses, perspective projection; Middle: Three horses
without spatial imprecision; Right: Venus with a cello, ambiguity = 270◦), dis-
continuity = 50, faceting= Segment.
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Figure 6.2: Left: Man, ambiguity = 120◦, discontinuity = 0, faceting = Segment;
Middle: Venus with a cello, ambiguity = 150◦, discontinuity = 50, faceting = Seg-
ment; Right: Venus with a cello, ambiguity = 120◦, discontinuity = 50, faceting
= Segment.
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Figure 6.3: Left: Man, ambiguity = 120◦, discontinuity = 0, faceting = Segment;
Middle: Venus with a cello, ambiguity = 150◦, discontinuity = 50, faceting = Seg-
ment; Right: Venus with a cello, ambiguity = 120◦, discontinuity = 50, faceting
= Segment.
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Figure 6.4: Left: Man, ambiguity = 120◦, discontinuity = 0, faceting = Segment;
Middle: Venus with a cello, ambiguity = 150◦, discontinuity = 50, faceting = Seg-
ment; Right: Venus with a cello, ambiguity = 120◦, discontinuity = 50, faceting
= Segment.
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Figure 6.5: Statue of Liberty, faceting= Patch, from left to right: ambiguity =
120◦, with Braque colors (ambiguity = 120◦), with Picasso colors (ambiguity =
120◦), ambiguity = 200◦.
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